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As healthcare marketers, we are all focused on and excited about how we can best 
deploy the wide range of digital channels to more effectively and efficiently reach 
and engage our HCP audiences.  More than most industries, healthcare obviously 
brings with it sensitive information which we must always be mindful of in terms 
of both perception and privacy regulations. Marketing to HCPs for the most part 
steers clear of HIPAA regulations but still carries with it layers of FDA guidance,  
as well as more standard questions around personal privacy and permission.  
As the use of highly targeted programmatic digital advertising to HCPs increases, 
 it is important for all involved to consider where the lines of appropriate data  
collection vs. privacy expectations cross.

Email Marketing 

Direct to HCP email has long been a key element of pharma brand marketing as 

well as other segments.  Beyond med-legal content review and appropriateness 

of the audience target, CAN-SPAM (and CASL among other country specific law) 

is the primary regulation we all must follow. The most common misconception of 

CAN-SPAM is the notion of ‘opt-in’ permission. Nothing in the law requires explicit 

or even implicit permission on the part of the email recipient. The intent of the 

law is to ensure clear and transparent notice of who is the mailer, where and how 

they can be contacted, and most importantly, a simple mechanism to opt-out of all 

further email communication, which must be adhered to within 10 days.  

Vendors will often say they have a 100% opt-in email file, which other than  

smaller subscription or member registration-based lists, simply isn’t accurate.  

MedData Group takes a step beyond the actual requirements of CAN-SPAM  

and communicates with the HCPs on our files on a regular basis to inform them  

of who we are, why we are in communication with them, what they will receive 

from us, and a one click link to remove themselves from our lists at any time.  

This is known more accurately as opt-out, passive opt-in or negative opt-in.  

Physicians and other HCPs not only recognize but welcome the receipt of  

legitimate professional information via email, whether about specific drugs and 

therapies, professional education, or other matters. In fact, 81% of physicians say 

email is their preferred channel for receiving professional content. (MedData Point  

research on physician consumption of professional content.) Provided the content 

sent via email is professionally relevant and respectful of their time, our customers 

find that the opt-out and spam complaint rates are typically very low, and response 

metrics can be very successful. The link of identity to engagement actions (email 

open, click, registration, download, etc) is clear between the sender and recipient, 

which keeps email as a top communication channel for healthcare marketers, 

allowing for effective ROI measurement, as well as longitudinal measurement of 

prescribing or other clinical behavior. By having a clear understanding of the law, 

regulation and transparency of vendor’s stated policies and procedures, we ensure 

the health of this important channel. 
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Digital Advertising 

The digital advertising space is unique to the email channel in many ways. Just as email and social media  

marketing took time for pharma and healthcare companies to become comfortable in their use, digital  

advertising and more specifically targeted programmatic advertising is now rapidly becoming a core element  

of HCP marketing tactics. Part of the allure of programmatic is in allowing the advertiser the ability to reach 

HCPs in non-endemic environments (non-professionally relevant sites) wherever they are on the web or mobile. 

Suddenly, HCP messaging can achieve very significant reach and frequency at very cost-effective CPMs that has 

been a challenge up to now.  

MedData Group has the ability to target HCPs right down to the NPI level, 

whether they are visiting a page on a site like the New York Times, perusing 

Facebook, using a mobile app, and more. But with that ability to target digital 

advertising at an individual level comes key questions and expectations of  

privacy that marketers have not faced to this degree in the professional 

healthcare space until now. Various organizations exist to provide self- 

regulatory guidelines to adhere to in order to ensure trust and transparency 

in all digital marketing efforts. The Digital Advertising Alliance (DAA),  

in addition to the IAB and DMA, provides the most organized and clear  

guidelines and policies. For example, the DAA Principles outline a very  

clear framework on how advertisers must remain in compliance with  

browser-based, mobile and in-app digital advertising. In a nutshell, these 

Self Regulatory Principles for Online Behavioral Advertising explain that 

behavioral or other demographic data may be used for the targeting of online 

advertising at individuals or groups of individuals, but any behavioral data 

about that individual’s interaction with the advertisement or information 

about that individual’s device must be de-identified upon sharing with any 

third party. The only exception is with clear and informed opt-in consent  

as defined above. 

Even more specifically, beginning on February 1, 2017, the CBBB (Counsel  

of Better Business Bureaus) and DMA will begin to enforce compliance with 

the DAA cross-device guidance for all companies engaged in data collection 

and use covered by the DAA Principles. Companies with questions regarding 

their compliance obligations and the enforcement process can contact the 

CBBB at GBarton@council.bbb.org or the DMA at ethics@the-dma.org.

“In the five years since the Accountability Program began enforcing the  

DAA Principles, we have seen the DAA time and time again adapt to meet  

the challenges brought by the constant evolution of digital advertising,  

with its technical complexities, lightning-fast transactions, rapidly shifting 

scenarios and constant innovation,” said Genie Barton, VP of Digital  

Advertising for the CBBB. “This is the latest example of industry’s  

commitment to providing transparency and control to consumers  

and ensuring that there is independent, impartial enforcement  

to demonstrate the strength of this commitment.”
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To date, more than 70 compliance actions have been publicly announced by the DAA Accountability Programs, 

based on their vigorous compliance monitoring as well as review of consumer complaints. The CBBB and DMA 

encourage consumers, businesses, and other stakeholders to report practices that may violate the cross-device 

guidance or DAA Principles at http://www.aboutads.info/enforcement.

For consumers (in this case the HCPs being advertised to), the AdChoices program allows individuals to easily 

opt-out of digital tracking and targeting, as well as providing clear guidance to advertisers, data providers, etc  

on what privacy policies and notifications should include. One of the key issues of late is where the privacy line 

is in reporting of personally identifiable information (PII) of audience composition vs. individual-level behavior. 

Just as self-regulatory email guidelines ultimately became the CAN-SPAM law, so too the issues of digital  

privacy are likely to become. In fact, in most of the EU, this is already the law.

Healthcare professional information is a matter of public record. HCPs understand that, and for the most part, 

understand why. So knowing who the HCPs are that you plan to target with your messaging isn’t much  

different than doing any other level of target filtering in the offline world based on any number of criteria  

(Rx, Dx, etc.) Where the line gets crossed that HCPs or any consumer has a right to be wary of, is in the reporting 

of specific, personally identifiable digital behavior without truly informed consent. Things like what site you saw 

an ad on, what time and date, your click stream and downstream behaviors, even geo-location based on mobile 

in-app advertising are the elements that rationally deserve privacy at least until the user provides explicit true 

opt-in permission to do so. The key here comes back to the definition of opt-in.  Informed consent opt-in means 

the user has been presented with a clear explanation of what they are agreeing to and proceeds to provide their 

permission.  It is not enough to simply notify this level of personal behavior tracking and identification, which  

is then transferred to multiple 3rd parties, within a site privacy policy and claim that this is informed consent 

and positive opt-in.

The new digital marketing channels available to us all are innovative and exciting.  We all share the  

responsibility to ensure their long-term success and viability by understanding the importance of digital privacy 

and each of our own roles in adhering to it. Ask your platform, media and data partners the right questions –  

at least understand exactly what they do, how they do it, what they disclose and how they disclose it.  

Transparency, privacy and ethical behavior supports all of our marketing success.

About MedData Group: 
MedData Group provides a wide range of data, platform solutions and demand generation programs for agencies, 
publishers, medical education, pharmaceuticals, recruiters, medical devices, market research, healthcare technology,  
professional services and others looking to engage with professional healthcare audiences. We offer a full range 
of highly flexible, cost-effective data solutions as well as demand/lead generation  programs. Our omni-channel  
database of over 2 million healthcare professional records including email, digital ID, clinical  
behavior (Dx/Px) and dozens of other data fields is constantly being verified, enriched, and  
updated to fuel your audience analysis, identification and engagement needs. Our suite of  
innovative solutions will help you reach and engage the right HCP audiences through the right 
channels at the right time.

Interested in learning more about MedData Group’s policies on data privacy? 

Contact us today with your questions, comments and feedback or contact sales  
directly at: sales@meddatagroup.com or call 978.887.0039.
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